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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF RIGHT MODULAR 
GROUPOIDS BY  ( )kq∨∈∈,  -FUZZY INTERIOR IDEALS 

 
Madad KHAN1, Young Bae JUN2, Shamas-ur-REHMAN3 

 
In this paper, we introduce the concept of  ( )q∨∈∈, -fuzzy ideals in a right 

modular groupoid. We discuss several important features of a completely regular 
right modular groupoid by using the generalized fuzzy ideals. 
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1. Introduction 

The specific models of real world problems in various fields such as 
computer science, artificial intelligence, operation research, management science, 
control engineering, robotics, expert systems and many other fields are hard to 
construct with precision because of uncertainty on many occasions. For handling 
such difficulties we need some natural tools such as probability theory and theory 
of fuzzy sets [18] which have already been developed. Associative Algebraic 
structures are mostly used for applications of fuzzy sets. Mordeson, Malik and 
Kuroki [10] have discovered the vast field of fuzzy semigroups, where theoretical 
exploration of fuzzy semigroups and their applications are used in fuzzy coding, 
fuzzy finite-state machines and fuzzy languages. The use of fuzzification in 
automata and formal language has widely been explored. Moreover complete l-
semigroups have a wide range of applications in the theories of automata, formal 
languages and programming. 
The fundamental concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by Zadeh [18]. 
Rosenfeld introduced the definition of a fuzzy subgroup of a group ]15[ . Kuroki 
initiated the theory of fuzzy bi ideals in semigroups [8]. The thought of 
belongingness of a fuzzy point to a fuzzy subset under a natural equivalence on a 
fuzzy subset was defined by Murali [11]. The concept of quasi-coincidence of a 
fuzzy point to a fuzzy set was introduced in [14]. Jun and Song introduced  
( )βα , -fuzzy interior ideals in semigroups [4]. 
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In this paper we characterize non-associative algebraic structures called right 
modular groupoids by their ( )kq∨∈∈, -fuzzy ideals. A right modular groupoid  M  
is a non-associative and non-commutative algebraic structure mid way between a 
groupoid and a commutative semigroup. 
The concept of a left almost semigroup (LA-semigroup) [5] or a right modular 
groupoid was first given by M. A. Kazim and M. Naseeruddin in 1972. A right 
modular groupoid  M  is a groupoid having the left invertive law, 
 

. , , allfor  ,)()( Mcbaacbcab ∈=                                                                           (1) 
 
In a right modular groupoid ,M  the following medial law [5] holds, 
 

. , , , allfor  ,))(())(( Mdcbabdaccdab ∈=                                                             (2) 
                     
The left identity in a right modular groupoid if exists is unique ]12[ . In a right 
modular groupoid M  with left identity the following paramedial law holds [13], 
 

.,,, allfor  ),)(())(( Mdcbabadccdab ∈=                                                             (3) 
 
If a right modular groupoid M  contains a left identity, then, 
 

. , , allfor  ,)()( Mcbaacbbca ∈=                                                                     (4) 

2. Preliminaries 
 
Let M  be a right modular groupoid. By a subgroupoid of ,M   we mean a 

non-empty subset  A   of M  such that AA ⊆2 . A non-empty subset  A   of a 
right modular groupoid  M   is called left (right) ideal of  M  if AMA ⊆  

).( AAM ⊆   A  is called two-sided ideal or simply ideal if it is both a left and a 
right ideal of  .M  A non-empty subset A  of a right modular groupoid M  is 
called generalized bi-ideal of  M   if  AAAM ⊆)( . A subgroupoid A  of M  is 
called bi-ideal of  M   if .)( AAAM ⊆  A subgroupoid A  of M  is called interior 
ideal of M  if  .)( AMMA ⊆  A non-empty subset A  of a right modular groupoid 
M  is called quasi-ideal of M  if QMQQM ⊆∩ . Every one sided ideal is quasi 
ideal and every bi-ideal is generalized bi-ideal. Also every two sided ideal is an 
interior ideal but converse is not true. 
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 Definition 1. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M is called a fuzzy 
interior ideal of  M   if it satisfies the following conditions, 
 )(i    )}(),(min{)( yFxFxyF ≥   for all  ., Myx ∈   
 )(ii    )())(( aFyxaF ≥  for all  .,, Myax ∈  
 Definition 2. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M of the form 
 

 
 
 

is said to be a fuzzy point with support x  and value t  and is denoted by tx . 
A fuzzy point tx  is said to belong to  ( resp. quasi-coincident with )  a fuzzy set  

,F  written as Fxt ∈  ( resp.  qFxt ) if  txF ≥)(  ( resp. 1)( >+ txF ). If  Fxt ∈   

or ,qFxt  then we write .qxt ∨∈  The symbol q∨∈  means q∨∈  does not hold. 
For any two fuzzy subsets f  and g  of ,S gf ≤  means that, for all ,Sx∈   
( ) ( )xgxf ≤ . 

 Lemma 1. (cf. [7]) A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M is a fuzzy 
interior ideal of  M  if and only if );( tFU (non-empty)  is an interior ideal of .M  
 Definition 3. A fuzzy subset  F   of a right modular groupoid M  is called an  

),( q∨∈∈ -fuzzy interior ideal of  M   if for all  ]1,0(, ∈rt   and .,, Myax ∈  
 )1(A    Fxt ∈  and Fyr ∈  implies that .)( },min{ qFxy rt ∨∈   
 )2(A    Fat ∈  implies .))(( qFyxa t ∨∈   
 Theorem 1. (cf. [7]) For a fuzzy subset F of a right modular groupoid .M  The 
conditions  )1(A   and  )2(A   of Definition ,4  are equivalent to the following, 
 )3(A    }5.0),(),(min{)(),( yFxFxyFMyx ≥∈∀  
 )4(A    }.5.0),(min{))((),,( aFyxaFMyax ≥∈∀  
 Definition 4. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M  is called an  

),( q∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-ideal of  M   if for all  ]1,0(, ∈rt   and  .,, Mzyx ∈  
 )1(B    Fxt ∈  and Fyr ∈  implies that  .)( },min{ qFxy rt ∨∈   
 )2(B    Fxt ∈  and Fzr ∈  implies .))(( },min{ qFzxy rt ∨∈  
 Theorem 2. For a fuzzy subset F of a right modular groupoid .M  The 
conditions  )1(B   and  )2(B   of Definition 5  are equivalent to the following, 
 )3(B    }5.0),(),(min{)(),( yFxFxyFMyx ≥∈∀   
 )4(B    }5.0),(),(min{))((),,( yFxFzxyFMzyx ≥∈∀ . 
 Proof. It is similar to proof of Theorem 1.  
 Example 1. Let  { }3,2,1=M   be a right regular modular groupoid and  ""⋅   be 
any binary operation defined as follows: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

≠
=∈

=
xy

xyt
yF

 if              0
 if ]1,0(

)(
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2213
2222
2221
321⋅

 

 
Let F  be a fuzzy subset of M  such that  

( ) ( ) ( ) .2.03    ,3.02    ,6.01 === FFF  
 
Then we can see easily ( ) ( ) 5.0331 ∧≥⋅ FF  that is F  is an ( )q∨∈∈, -fuzzy left 
ideal but F  is not an ( )q∨∈∈, -fuzzy right ideal. 

 
3. Completely Regular Right Modular Groupoids 
 

Definition 5. A right modular groupoid M  is called regular, if for each Ma∈   
there exists Mx∈  such that  ( ) .aaxa =  
Definition 6. A right modular groupoid  M  is called left (right) regular, if for 
each  Ma∈  there exists Mz∈  )( My∈  such that  2zaa =    ( )yaa 2=  . 
Definition 7. A right modular groupoid M  is called completely regular if it is 
regular, left regular and right regular. 
Example 2. Let  }4,3,2,1{=M  and the binary operation  ""⋅   defined on M  as 
follows: 

43214
14323
21432
32141
4321⋅

 

Then clearly ),( ⋅M  is a completely regular right modular groupoid with left 
identity .4  
 Theorem 3. If  M  is a right modular groupoid with left identity e , then it is 
completely regular if and only if  .)( 22 aMaa∈  
 Proof. Let M  be a completely regular right modular groupoid with left identity  
e  , then for each Ma∈  there exist Mzyx ∈,,  such that ,)( aaxa =  yaa 2=   and  

2zaa = , so by using  )4(),1(  and )3( , we get 
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Conversely, assume that 22 )( aMaa∈  then clearly yaa 2=  and 2zaa = , now 
using  )1(),3(  and )4( , we get 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) .)()(

)()()(
))(

)(

22

2222

aaMaaMaa
aaaaMaaMaaaaMaMaaa

MaaaaMeaaaaaaeMaa
aaMaaMaaaaaMaaMaa

⊆=
====

⊆==
===∈

 

 
Therefore M  is completely regular. 
 
 

4. ),( kq∨∈∈  -fuzzy Ideals in Right Modular Groupoids 
It has been given in ]3[  that Fqx kt  is the generalizations of qFxt , where k  is an 
arbitrary element of )1,0[  as Fqx kt  if 1)( >++ ktxF . If Fxt ∈  or Fqx kt   
implies Fqx kt ∨∈ . Here we discuss the behavior of ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy left ideal, 

),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy right ideal, ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy interior ideal, ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-
ideal, ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy quasi-ideal in the completely regular right modular 
groupoid  M . 
Example 3. Let { }3,2,1=M  be any right modular groupoid with binary 
operation ""⋅  defined as in Example 1. Let F  be a fuzzy subset of M  such 
that ( ) ( ) ( ) .3.03    ,4.02    ,7.01 === FFF  Then F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy ideal 
but clearly F  is not an ),( q∨∈∈ -fuzzy ideal. 
 Definition 8. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M  is called an  

),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy subgroupoid of M  if for all Myx ∈,  and ]1,0(, ∈rt  the 
following condition holds .)( implies , },min{ FqxyFyFx krtrt ∨∈∈∈  
 
 Theorem 4. Let F  be a fuzzy subset of M . Then F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy 
subgroupoid of M  if and only if  }),(),(min{)( 2

1 kyFxFxyF −≥  . 
 Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
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 Definition 9. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M  is called an  
),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy left (right) ideal of M  if for all Myx ∈,  and ]1,0(, ∈rt  the 

following condition holds 
( ) ( )( ). implies   implies FqyxFyFqxyFy kttktt ∨∈∈∨∈∈  

 
 Theorem 5. Let F  be a fuzzy subset of .M  Then F is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy left 
(right) ideal of M  if and only if ( )}),(min{)(}),(min{)( 2

1
2

1 kk xFxyFyFxyF −− ≥≥  . 
 Proof.  It is same as in [16].  
 Definition 10. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M  is called an  

),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of M  if for all Mzyx ∈,,  and  ]1,0(, ∈rt  
the following condition hold 
 

( )( ) { } . implies  and  if ,min FqzxyFzFx krtrt ∨∈∈∈  
 

An ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of M  is called an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-
ideal of S  if it is also an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy AG-subgroupoid of .M  
 Definition 11. Let M  be a right modular groupoid and f  be a fuzzy subset of  

.M  Then f  is an ),( q∨∈∈ -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of ,M  if for all ,x  ,y  
Mz∈  and ,t  ],1,0(∈r  we have  

.))((, qfzxyfzfx rtrt ∨∈⇒∈∈ ∧  
   
An ),( q∨∈∈ -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of M  is called an ),( q∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-ideal 
of S  if it is also an ),( q∨∈∈ -fuzzy AG-subgroupoid of .M  
 Theorem 6. Let F  be a fuzzy subset of .M  Then F is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-
ideal of  M  if and only if 
 ( ) ( ) }),(,min{)( 2

1 kyFxFxyFi −≥  for all Myx ∈,  and )1,0[∈k , 
 ( ) ( ) },),(min{))(( 2

1 kzFxFzxyFii −≥  for all Mzyx ∈,, and )1,0[∈k . 
 Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
 Corollary 1. Let F  be a fuzzy subset of .M  Then F is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy 
generalized bi-ideal of M  if and only if ( ) },),(min{))(( 2

1 kzFxFzxyF −≥   for all  
Mzyx ∈,,  and )1,0[∈k . 

 Definition 12. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M  is called an  
),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy interior ideal of M  if for all Myax ∈,,  and ]1,0(, ∈rt  the 

following conditions hold 
 ( )i   If  Fxt ∈   and  Myr ∈  implies ( ) { } Fqxy krt ∨∈,min , 
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 ( )ii   If Mat ∈  implies ( )( ) { } Fqyxa krt ∨∈,min . 
 Theorem 7. Let F  be a fuzzy subset of M . Then F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy 
interior ideal of M  if and only if 
 ( )i    ( ) }),(,min{)( 2

1 kyFxFxyF −≥   for all  Myx ∈,  and )1,0[∈k  , 
 ( )ii    }),(min{))(( 2

1 kaFyxaF −≥   for all  Myax ∈,,  and )1,0[∈k  . 
 Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
 Definition 13. Let f  and g  be a fuzzy subsets of the AG-groupoid  S , then the  
k -product of f  and g  is defined by 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ =∈

=
−

=
∨

otherwise.                                                         0

,such that  , exists  thereif} ),( ),(min{
))(( 2

1 bcaScbbfaf
agf

k

bcak  

where ).1,0[∈k   
The  k   intersection of f  and g  is defined by  

. allfor  }
2

1)()({))(( Sakbfafagf k ∈
−

∧∧=∩  

 
 Definition 14. A fuzzy subset F  of a right modular groupoid M  is called an  

),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy quasi-ideal of M  if following condition holds 

( ) ( ) ( ) .
2

1),(1,)1(min
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ −

≥
kxFxFxF  

 
where 1  is the fuzzy subset of  M   mapping every element of  M   on  1. 
 Lemma 2. If M is a completely regular right modular groupoid with left identity, 
then a fuzzy subset F  is an  ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy right ideal of M  if and only if F   is 
an  ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy left ideal of  M . 
 Proof. Let  F  be an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy right ideal of a completely regular right 
modular groupoid M , then for each Ma∈  there exists Mx∈  such that  

22 )( axaa = , then by using )1( , we have 
 

.
2

1)(
2

1)()))((()))((()( 22222 kbFkbaFxabaFbaxaFabF −
∧≥

−
∧≥==  

 
Conversely, assume that F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy right ideal of  M , then by 
using  ( )1 , we have 
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.
2

1)(
2

1))((

2
1))((

2
1)()))((()))((()( 22222

kaFkaxaF

kxaaFkxaFxabaFbaxaFabF

−
∧≥

−
∧=

−
∧=

−
∧≥==

 

 
 Theorem 8. If M  is a completely regular right modular groupoid with left 
identity, then a fuzzy subset F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy ideal of M if and only if  F   
is an  ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy interior ideal of  .M  
 Proof. Let F  be an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy interior ideal of a completely regular right 
modular groupoid ,M  then for each Ma∈  there exists Mx∈  such that  

,)( 22 axaa =  then by using  ( )4   and  ( ),1  we have 

and ,
2

1)()()()))((()( 22 kaFaFaaFbaxaFabF −
∧∧≥≥=  

 

.
2

1)()))()(((

)))()((()))((()))((()(

2

22222

kbFabbybF

abybbFabybFbybaFabF
−

∧≥=

==
 

 
The converse is obvious. 
 Theorem 9. If M  is a completely regular right modular groupoid with left 
identity, then a fuzzy subset F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of  M  
if and only if  F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-ideal of M . 
 Proof. Let F  be an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of a completely regular 
right modular groupoid ,M  then for each  Ma∈  there exists Mx∈  such that  

,)( 22 axaa =  then by using  ),4(  we have 

.
2

1)()())))((((

))))(((()))((()(

2

222

kbFaFbaxaaF

baaxaFbaxaFabF
−

∧∧≥=

==
 

 
The converse is obvious. 
Theorem 10. If M  is a completely regular right modular groupoid with left 
identity, then a fuzzy subset F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-ideal of M  if and only if  
F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy two sided ideal of  M . 
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 Proof. Let F  be an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-ideal of a completely regular right 
modular groupoid M , then for each Ma∈  there exists Mx∈  such that  

22 )( axaa =  , then by using  )1(   and  ( )4 , we have 

.
2

1)(
2

1)()()))))(((((

))))()(((()))))((((()))))(((((
)))))((((()))))((((())))()((((

)))))((((()))))((((())))((((
))))(((())))(((()))((()(

2

2222

kaFkaFaFaxaabaF

axaaabFaabxaaFaabaaxF
aaxaabFaaxbaaFxbaaaaF

xaabaaFxaaaabFaxabaF
baaxaFbaxaaFbaxaFabF

−
∧=

−
∧∧≥=

===
===

===

===

 

 
And, by using  ( ) ( )1,4   and ( )3 , we have 

.
2

1)(

.
2

1)()(
2

1)())))())((((

))))())((((())))())((((()))()((((
)))()()((()))((()))((()( 2222

kbF

kbFbFkbbFbbayebbF

bbabbyeFbbeybbaFbbybbaF
bbaybbFabybFbybaFabF

−
∧=

−
∧∧≥

−
∧≥=

===
===

 

 
The converse is obvious. 
 Theorem 11. If M  is a completely regular right modular groupoid with left 
identity, then a fuzzy subset F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy quasi-ideal of M  if and 
only if F  is an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy two sided ideal of  M . 
 Proof. Let F  be an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy quasi-ideal of a completely regular right 
modular groupoid M , then for each Ma∈  there exists Mx∈ such that  

22 )( axaa = , then by using  )1( ,  ( )3   and  ( )4 , we have 
( ) ( )( )

( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) .
)())((

222

222222

axababaxaabaaax
baxaxababaxaab

===

===
 

 
Then 
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( ) ( )( )

( ){ }

( ) ( ) ( ){ }

( )
( )( )( )

( )( )( ) ( ){ }

( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) .
2

1
2

11

1
2

1)(11

2
1))(1(1)(

2
11)1()(

2

2

2

kaFkaFxabaaF

aFxabaaF

kmlFbaF

kabFqpF

kabFabFabF

axabaab

lmab

pqab

−
∧=

−
∧∧∧≥

∧∧=

−
∧∧∧∧≥

−
∧∧∧=

−
∧∧≥

∨

∨

∨

=

=

=

 

 
Also by using  ( )4   and  ( ),1  we have 

( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) .]}){([}){(])[( 2222222 byabbbbyababybbabybbybaab =====  
 
Then 

( )( ) ( )( )

( ){ } ( ){ }

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
2

1
2

11)(1

2
1)(11)(

2
111)(

2 kbFkbFabyabbF

kmFlqpF

kabFabFabF

lmabpqab

−
∧=

−
∧∧∧∧≥

−
∧∧∧∧=

−
∧∧≥

∨∨
==

 

 
The converse is obvious. 
 Remark 1. We note that in a completely regular right modular groupoid  M   
with left identity,  ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy left ideal ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy right ideal,  

),( kq∨∈∈   fuzzy ideal, ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy interior ideal, ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy bi-ideal,  
),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal and  ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy quasi-ideal coincide 

with each other. 
 Theorem 12. If  M  is a completely regular right modular groupoid then  

GFGF kk =∧  for every ),( kq∨∈∈ - fuzzy ideal F  and G  of .M  
 Proof. Let F  be an ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy right ideal of a completely regular right 
modular groupoid M   and  G   is an  ),( kq∨∈∈ -fuzzy left ideal of  M  , and  M   
is a completely regular then for each  Ma∈   there exists  Mx∈   such that  

22 )( axaa = , so we have 
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Therefore  GFGF kk ≤∧ , again 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }

( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ).)(
2

1)(

2
1(

2
1)(

2
1)(

2
1)()(

aGFkaGaF

kpqGpqFkqGpF

kqGpFkaGFaGF

k

pqapqa

pqa
k

∧=
−

∧∧=

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ −

∧∧≤
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ −

∧∧=

−
∧⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∧=

−
∧=

∨∨

∨

==

=

 

 
Therefore GFGF kk ≥∧ . Thus GFGF kk =∧ . 
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